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1. Introduction. In this paper, we study the fixed point sets and

stable subgroups of automorphisms of a connected algebraic linear

group over an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic.

[7] contains a description of most of the results of this paper, and

some material in [7] is essential for the present paper. Many of the

results discussed in the present paper were proved at characteristic 0

by Borel-Mostow, Jacobson and Mostow (see [l], [5], [6]).

In §3 it is essentially shown that if ax, a2 are ''semisimple" auto-

morphisms of a connected linear algebraic group G which differ by

an inner automorphism of G, and if //, is a Cartan subgroup of the

connected component of the subgroup of fixed points of ai (i = l, 2),

then there is an inner automorphism Int g of G such that Hx Int g = H2

and Int g_1 o ax o Int Hx o Int g = cr2 o Int H2. This is used (see §4)

to establish that a semisimple automorphism of a connected algebraic

linear group G stabilizes some Borel subgroup of G and some Cartan

subgroup of G; and that a semisimple automorphism of a connected

semisimple algebraic group G keeps fixed some regular element of G.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper, G is a connected linear

algebraic group over an algebraically closed field of arbitrary charac-

teristic 0 or p. We do not distinguish between G and birational iso-

morphic images of G. Some familiarity with the general structure

theory of algebraic groups is assumed in the discussion (see [3]).

A (birational) automorphism a of G is algebraic if G can be bira-

tionally identified with a closed normal subgroup of an algebraic

linear group K over F which contains an element s such that a = Int<; 5

(IntG ^ denotes the automorphism of G sending an element g of G

into s~1gs). Such a a is said to be semisimple (unipotent) if for some

such K and s, s is semisimple (unipotent). (This terminology is

equivalent to that of [7], as is noted in [7].)

An algebraic automorphism a has a unique decomposition a=asau

where <r„,  au are  commuting  algebraic automorphisms which  are
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respectively semisimple and unipotent. Every (birational) auto-

morphism of a connected semisimple algebraic linear group over F

is algebraic. (The above facts are proved in [7].)

The Zariski-connected component of the identity of a subgroup

5 of G is denoted by 50. The set of fixed points of an automorphism

a of G is denoted by Faicr) (this is a slight departure from the ter-

minology of [7]). If K is an algebraic linear group containing G as a

closed normal subgroup and if g, h are elements of K, we use the fol-

lowing notation: gh = h~1gh; Coih)= {g in G\gh = hg}; h„ hu denote

respectively the semisimple and unipotent parts of h.

3. Cartan subgroups of F(a)0. In this section it is in effect shown

that if a is a semisimple automorphism of G, then properties of a

Cartan subgroup of F(a)o relative to the action of G on itself given

by g: x—*o-(g~1)xg are roughly the same as properties of a Cartan

subgroup of G relative to the action of G on itself given by g: x—>g_1xg.

This is then used to establish the following theorem, which is needed

for the material discussed in the next section:

Theorem 1. Let a and r be semisimple elements of a linear algebraic

group K containing G as a closed normal subgroup. Suppose that

aG=rG. Let Hbe a Cartan subgroup of Ce(c)», L a Cartan subgroup of

Cg(t)o- Then there exists g in G such that HS=L and (aH)° = tL.

Lemma 1. Let K be an algebraic group. Let G, R be closed connected

normal subgroups of K with PCG and R solvable. Let a be a semisimple

element of K such that g"R=gRfor g in G. Then G = CeTOoP-

Proof. Suppose first that P is a torus. Let B be a Borel subgroup

of G. B 3 P (since BR is a solvable connected subgroup of G) and B

has the form B = TU where T is a maximal torus of B and U is a

closed normal unipotent subgroup of B (see [3, §6-06]). As a normal

torus in B, R is central in B (see [3, §4-07]) and hence is contained

in T. Thus T" = T. And a\U = idv (since for u in U, u" = us for some

s in P; and us = su since P is central in B, so that 5=1 since W is

semisimple). We claim that T=Cr(a)R (it then follows that

BQCG(a)R). Suppose first that a has finite order ft. Let g = (<r) be

the cyclic group generated by a and let / be an integer with (ft, 0 = 1.

For any torus 5, we define Si= {s in 5|sI = l}. Then Tt and Ri are

g-stable. And for t in Ti, r in g, there exists a unique sT in Rt such

that tT = tsr. The mapping sT from g into Ri is a 1-cocycle, as is easily

checked. Since (ft, 0 = 1, 7P(g, P;)={0} and there exists c in Ri

such that cic~1)T = sr lor t in g. For such a c, itc)' = tssC = tc. Thus
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TiQCa(a)R. Since U(i,i)=i Tt is dense in T (see [3, §6-13]), it follows

that TQCG(a)R. Thus BQCg(<t)R. Since every element of G is

contained in some Borel subgroup of G, it follows that GQCo(a)R.

Thus GCZCG(a)0R.

If tr is not finite, let A be the closed subgroup of K generated by

a. Then A=\JJLX A Oo-'' where m=(A : A0). Choose a, in A0 such

that (aj)cZ(aj+x) for all/, U(oy) is dense in A0, and a,- has finite order

relatively prime to m for all j (see [3, §6-13]). Choose a in A0 such

that om = cr'" (this is possible since A0 is a torus). Let T=cra-1. Then

t has order w and the groups g;- generated by r and a, are finite cyclic

groups (since A is abelian and a,- has finite order relatively prime to

m). Since A =Uf=1 ^4or', Ug,- is dense in .4. Choose j such that CG(g/)

= CoiA) = Cg(o). Since g,- is generated by a single semisimple element

of K of finite order, we have GQCg(&j)oR= Co(a)oR by previous work.

We now consider the general case, R solvable. Let V be the (closed

characteristic connected) subgroup of unipotent elements of R (see

[3, §6-06]). Let a be the automorphism of G = G/V induced by <r.

Since R = R/V is a normal torus in G, we have G = Cc(a)R. To show

that G = Cg(o~)R, it therefore suffices to show that if g in G satisfies

g"V=gV, then g is in Co(a)V. This is true since a is semisimple

(Corollary 1, §6-01 of [3]). Thus G = CG(a)R, whence G = Ca(o-)aR.

For the rest of §3, A! is an algebraic linear group containing G as

a closed normal subgroup; cr is a semisimple element of K; G acts on

<rG, an element of h of G sending ag into (ag)h = h~1agh for g in G;

and if Fis a subvariety of A, we let N(V) = Na(V) = {ginG| V°=V).

Proposition 1. Let H be a Cartan subgroup of Ca(a)0. Then N(oH)o

= N(aT)o = H, where T = H3= {hs\hEH}.

Proof. We recall that T is the unique maximal torus of H (see

[3, §6-04]). Clearly HQN(aH). And N(aH)QN(aT) because (oH),
= aHs = aT and the action of G on G stabilizes the subset of semi-

simple elements. It therefore suffices to show that N(aT)oc^H. Now

N(<TT)={gEN(T)\g"T = gT} (e.g. if (aT)° = crT, then a«T' = aT and

consequently a"T = aT and TS=T; the latter implies that T contains

(a~1)"a = g"1a~1ga, whence gT = g'T). Using this and Lemma 1, we

have N(aT)o = CN(cT)M)TCzCmT)a(a-)- But N(T)0QCa(T) [3, §6-04].
Thus N(aT)oQ(CG(T)r\Ceia))o=H (see [3, §7-01]).

Definition. An element x in aG is V-isolated (for VQaG) if x is

contained in only finitely many distinct sets of the form V" (g in G).

Proposition 2. Let Hbea Cartan subgroup of Caia)oand let T = HS.

Then for some t in T, at is aT-isolated and aH-isolated.
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Proof.2 (a) We first show that if t is an element of Pof finite order

m relatively prime to ((<r): ((a)) o), then (at)"EaH implies that

(o'it^'QaT. Thus suppose that / satisfies the above hypothesis. Then

((at)')m = (amtmy= (om)a is contained in o-m77. Thus if r = am, it follows

that (t^'Et'H for i an integer. Thus b~18°EH for 5 in (t) and there-

fore for 8 in (t) (since S—>5_15B is continuous on K and H is closed).

Since (f)C(<r) and amE(r), i(a): (f)) divides m and (f)2(<r)o (for

U1l=i(f)ai is a closed group containing a and thus equals (a)). Since m

is relatively prime to ((cf): (a)0), it follows that (a) = (f) and aE(f).

Thus o—VG77 and a'EaH.

Since iat)° =anaEaH and a'EaH, we must have tgEH. Conse-

quently we have /"GP Thus (t)°QT. Thus ia(t))gQaT, since a'EaH

implies aeEaT.

(b) Let d = dim P. Choose a set it of d distinct primes not dividing

((J1): (cr)o) or p. Then following [3, §6-13], we can find a finite cyclic

subgroup (f) in T whose order is divisible by a prime q only if qEir,

and having the property that a~1g~1ait)gCT if and only if a~1g~1aTg

^T. For such a t, g~xatgEaH implies that g~1a(t)grZa-T by (a), and

g~1ait)gCiaT implies that iaT)° = aT by the above choice of t. Thus

iat)'EaH^io-T)<> = o-T.

We claim that for such a t, at is aPisolated and o-77-isolated. at is

aT-isolated because atEiaT)" implies that id)9 EaTClaH which

implies that iaT)l'=aT. We next show that at is o-77-isolated. Choose

SQG such that atEiaH)' for 5 in 5; and such that if otEiaH)", then
iaH)° = (oP7)" for a unique s in 5. We must show that 5 is finite. If s

is in 5, then iat)>~1 EaH, so that (aT)»_1 = o-P Thus 5CA(oT). For

distinct r, 5 in 5, we have (<r77)r^ (<r77)s or r_1s EN(<rH)- Thus

card 5=(A(crr): N(aH)) ^(N(aT): N(aT)o) since N(aH)0 = N(aT)0.

Thus 5 is finite and cr/ is oP7-isolated.

Proposition 3. Let 0 contain a dense open subset of H. Then (aO)°

contains a dense open subset of aG.

Proof. It is easily shown that (aO)a contains an open dense subset

of (oH)G. And (aH)G contains an open dense subset of [(oP7)G]-.

Since N(<rH)0 = H (Proposition 1) and since o"77 contains a o"77-

isolated point (Proposition 2), dim [(o\r7)°]~ = dim o-77-l-dim G

— dim 77 = dim G. (Here we use a very close analog of Lemma 5

of §6-11 in [3] whose validity is easily seen from the methods of [3,

§6-12] and Theorem 2 on p. 106 of [2]; details are given in [8, pp.

2 In this proof we use the misleading notation {a) for the closed subgroup gen-

erated by a.
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22-24].) It follows that [(aH)G]- = G and therefore that (aO)° con-

tains an open dense subset of G.

Lemma 2. Let S={t in T\at is aT-isolated). Then S contains an

open dense subset of T.

Proof. Let B denote the set of oT-isolated points of [(aT)G]-.

Then B contains an open dense subset of [(aT) °]~. (This is also clear

from Theorem 2, p. 106 of [2] and the methods of [3]—see corollary

of §6-12; details are given in [8, pp. 22-24].) Since (aT)° is epais,

it follows that Br\(aT)° contains an open dense subset of U oi

[(aT)G]~. Let x be an element of U. Then x— (at)" for some t in T,

g in G. Now at = x"~1E c7"-1CB. Thus aTC\Ug~ is a nonempty open

(hence dense) subset oi aT which is contained in aS.

Lemma 3. Let at in aT be aT-isolated. Then Cs(d)o=ff.

Proof. Let g be an element of CG(at). Then at= (at)"E(aT)'. Thus

the set %={(<rT)o\gECG(at)} of conjugates of the variety aT is

finite, at being <rF-isolated. Therefore the isotropy group CG(at)

C\N(aT) in Caiat) of the element aT of S is a closed subgroup of

Caiat) oi finite index. Thus CG(at)oQCG(crt)r\N(aT). Thus CG(at)o

CLN(aT)o = H. On the other hand, it is obvious that HQCo(at)o-

Proof of Theorem 1. Regard G as a transformation group on aG.

Let T he the set of semisimple elements of H and let S= {/GF| at is

oT-isolated}. Let Oh = SU where U is the (closed normal connected)

subgroup of unipotent elements of H and recall that su=us for s in S,

u in U [3, §6-06, §4-07]. Then 0H contains an open dense subset of

H by Lemma 2; and H= CG(ahs)a for h in Oh by Lemma 3. There is a

similar 0L ior (t, L). By Proposition 3, (aOH)G and (tOl)° contain

open dense subsets of aG. Thus (aOii) G(~s\ (tOl) ° is nonempty and

there exist gi, g2 in G, h in Oh, I in Ol, such that gc1ahgx = g2~YTlg2.

Then gx~lahsgx = g2~lrlsg2. Taking connected centralizers in G, we have

gi-1i/gi = g2-1Ag2. The assertions of the theorem follow immediately.

4. Fixed points and stable subgroups of a. The following theorem

is shown in [7] to be a consequence of the preceding theorem:

Theorem 2. Let Gbea connected semisimple algebraic group. Let a be

a semisimple (algebraic) automorphism of G. Then a keeps stable a Borel

subgroup B of G and a maximal torus T of G contained in B. For any

such B and T, FT(a)o is a Cartan subgroup of FG(a)o- FG(a)o contains a

regular element of G.
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Theorem 3.3 Let a be a semisimple algebraic automorphism of a con-

nected algebraic group G. Then a keeps stable a Borel subgroup of G.

Moreover the centralizer in G of a maximal torus in Fg(v)o is solvable.

Proof. Let P be the radical of G. Then a induces an automorphism

a on G = G/R. a is clearly a semisimple algebraic automorphism of G.

By Theorem 2, a stabilizes a Borel subgroup of G. The latter must

have the form B = B/R where B^R and B is a o"-stable subgroup of G.

A maximal torus of Fc(a)o has the form C = C/R where C^R. By

Lemma 1, C= Fc(a)oR- Since Fc(a)o is solvable, Fc(a)o = SU where 5

is a torus and U is a closed connected unipotent subgroup. Since C/R

is a torus in G, UC.R. Thus C = SR. By Theorem 8, Fc(a)o contains

a regular element of G. Thus the same is true of C and Cq(C) is abe-

lian. (The centralizer of a torus in a connected algebraic group is con-

nected [3, §6-14].) Thus CG(S) is solvable (since C0(S)R/RCZCg(C)).

This establishes that the centralizer of a maximal torus in 77(c)o is

solvable, since any such torus contains a conjugate of 5.

Lemma 4. Let G be a connected solvable algebraic group. Let a, be a

finite group of birational automorphisms of G. Then if g has order rela-

tively prime to p, g keeps stable a Cartan subgroup of G.

Proof. Let G= TU be the usual decomposition of G as product of a

torus T and a closed connected characteristic unipotent subgroup U.

U is g-stable. An easy induction argument shows that we can assume

without any loss of generality that U is abelian and that Cu(G)o

= {l}. Since G is solvable, N0(T) = Cu(T) and both are connected

[3, §6-04]. Since U is abelian, CU(T) = CV(G). Thus Nu(T)=Nu(T)o
= Cv(G)o= {1} and Nu(T) = {1}. Thus for cr in g, there is a unique

w„ in U such that T° = T"'. The mapping u„ from g into U is clearly a

1-cocycle. Since U is uniquely m-divisible where m is the order of g,

7P(g, U)= {o} and there exists v in U such that v(v~1)' = ur for cr in

g. It is seen by a simple computation that Tv is g-stable. Thus so is

the Cartan subgroup C(T)V.

Theorem 4. Let a be a semisimple algebraic automorphism of a con-

nected algebraic group G. Then a keeps stable a Cartan subgroup of G.

Proof. By Theorem 3, a keeps stable a Borel subgroup of G. Thus

with no loss of generality we may assume that G is solvable. We may

assume that G is a closed connected normal subgroup of K and that s

is a semisimple element of K such that a = Int(j s. Let 5 be the closed

3 R. Steinberg has proved independently, and under weaker conditions on a, that

a stabilizes a Borel subgroup of G.
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subgroup generated by 5. Then S is diagonalizable and S = gSo for

some finite subgroup g of S (e.g. see part of the proof of Lemma 1).

Now the connected centralizer of So in g has a g-stable maximal

torus T by Lemma 4. Clearly So^F and therefore T is a maximal

torus of G. T is clearly S-stable. Thus T is ff-stable. Thus a stabilizes

the Cartan subgroup C(T).
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